19:00:38

From David Moss : I played in Aviv's Bridge+More game. Definitely a winner

19:01:09

From Linda MacCleave : no boards. I'm intrigued

19:01:12
From Joe Grill : Each table essentially has it's own dealing machine. Play the hand, load
the cards back in. Deal next.
19:01:20

From Don Freeland : how much do bridge+more machines cost?

19:01:44

From Wolfgang : about 1k

19:01:44

From Rahul Chandra : Lies, Greg! half hour zone

19:01:47

From Doug Bradley : And - if the players put their hands back, it records the play

19:02:05

From Linda MacCleave : Just buy a lamp

19:02:05

From Robert Whiting : not the brightest bulb in the pack

19:02:48

From Gary Peterson : Meeting on the 5th?

19:03:04

From Linda MacCleave : 1K???? Wow

19:03:13
light bulb?

From Hump Dawg Millionaire : How many Bridge Directors does it take to change a

19:03:23

From Mimi Pustilnik : Richmond, Va clubs are opening July 20

19:03:55
From Hump Dawg Millionaire : Only One as long as they have two and a half tables
stacked on each other...
19:04:07
attendance

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Sad being fathers day weekend we had very little

19:04:20

From Linda MacCleave : Mim, July 12, I think

19:04:32

From Auggie de Weerd : When will reimbursement of the 5/25 game happen?

19:04:36
From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : @Hump - 10! 1 stand on a table and hold the Bulb… 4
to turn the table… 5 to answer the poll
19:04:40
From Robert Whiting : how many optometrists does it take to change a light bulb? One
or two? Three or four?
19:04:51

From Mimi Pustilnik : oops Richmond opening July 12. Hit the wrong key

19:05:12
week?

From Cathy Hildebrand : assume we can do NAP on Tuesday and Wednesday this

19:05:26

From David M : I don't know the NAP hack. Is it +NAP+ ?

19:05:38

From Diana-Shelly Studio : +nap+

19:05:41

From Lynn Chapin : @Cathy, yes :)

19:05:46

From susanbridges : are the changes to Saturday points reflected in Live for Clubs?

19:05:53

From David M : ok, lower case. thank you

19:05:57

From Lynn Chapin : @Susan, yes.

19:06:13

From Joe Grill : The MP awards for Saturday I think are fixed now.

19:06:14

From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : @ David - Yes! or +nAp+ or +nap+ or +Nap+… etc

19:07:02
From Robyn Leming : In BBO a pair got 83% in one of my games. Where do we report
that so they get The accolades AS OVER 75%
19:07:31

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Only if they play 21 boards

19:07:36

From Joe Grill : Report to BigGame… BUT... it MUST be OPEN and 20+ boards.

19:09:03

From Joe Grill : Nice! Anything to make CCs more accessible!

19:09:24
pick it?

From Rahul Chandra : if we already have a CC with that partner will this still make us

19:09:44

From Debra Freisleben : Hey! That's my line! Us ducks stick together

19:10:04

From Libby : what did it mean by load it again?

19:11:58

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Stats for swiss?

19:12:04
enter?

From Don : I suppose will still have to click on the sub button rather than pressing

19:12:05
offline?

From Debra Freisleben : Are they going to bring back the sounds for people dropping

19:12:07

From susanbridges : will you send these slides to all of us?

19:12:07
From David Fraser : Can you pick a CC (that you have with partner ABC) when you play
with partner DEF?
19:12:54
From Linda MacCleave : Lost my internet, missed all that. Mimi, let me know what was
said. I will call you.
19:13:00

From Don Freeland : Yes, you can choose to use any of your existing convention cards

19:13:13

From Grant Robinson : So what will be the ACBL fee / table for LD games?

19:13:41
From Gail geb888@yahoo.com : What week is there a special event when NAP could
not be held???
19:13:43

From Jim : Jim porter has his hand raised manually

19:13:59

From Marie : Greg was hoping!

19:14:04

From Don : Those changes are all in client side code

19:14:05

From David Fraser : No NAP Jul 26-Aug 1

19:14:16

From Grant Robinson : Stardust Week 7/26–8/1

19:14:22

From Doug Bradley : Aviv - let it go!

19:14:37

From Mary Stuart : Please restore audible signal when players disconnect

19:14:56

From Tom : NOOOOOOOOOOO

19:15:07

From Mimi Pustilnik : Can the F2F games have a Stardust Week???

19:15:17

From Tom : If a player is truly disconnected, the table can call the director

19:15:31

From Joe Grill : Sure Mimi. You can run your upgraded club champ week if you wish.

19:15:34

From Rosalind Abel : I second that Mimi

19:15:50

From Mimi Pustilnik : thanks Joe

19:16:00
gold baby.

From Joe Grill : All F2F games were given 2 weeks of upgraded club champ. Quarter

19:16:15
From Debra Freisleben : It's faster for me to know someone is offline than rely on the
table to notify me.
19:16:19

From Joe Grill : *terms and conditions apply. Consult Lynn Chapin. :)

19:16:38

From Marie : Upgraded Club Championships don’t give gold.

19:16:46
From Lynn Yokel TD10 : Perhaps this can be taken offline as it might not apply to many
folks in this meeting
19:17:03

From Joe Grill : @Marie. Sure do.

19:17:07
tonight

From Robert Whiting : I'm sure other people have some important issues to discuss

19:17:26
From Tom : I have two players who use Apples. They go off to check their email or
something and show as disconnected when they aren't. I get this notice at least a dozen times again. I
don't need to hear the warning for disconnects
19:17:45
From Hank Rosely : On Saturday, June 12th Melody held a Club Director refresher
Course. It was supposed to be available online to view. Can anyone give me where it can be found?
19:17:47

From Doug Bradley : ACBL = Aviv contract bridge league

19:18:44

From Tom : You're taking money out of our pockets PERIOD!

19:18:47

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Pay us for our players

19:18:51

From Duane Christensen : +

19:18:55
From Mette Smith : Will the rest of us have a voice in the Undo issue? I don't think
most of us want this option. Players will find out and will demand and argue and plead and whine.
19:19:07
From Don : As soon as some clubs are selected to be special and everyone else is
banned, doesn't feel fair.
19:19:17

From Tom : They can all fly to Seattle when we start playing in person

19:19:18
From Alison MacPherson : When you adjust a pair’s score to Ave+ does the opposing
pair automatically receive Ave-?
19:19:19

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Give us 1/2 of your take per players

19:19:24

From Rahul Chandra : "our" players is pretty disgusting

19:19:28

From Don : As well, not much revenue was sent back to the home clubs

19:19:30

From Tom : Maybe Joe can pay their air fare

19:19:32

From Rahul Chandra : bunch of slave owners here

19:19:39

From doug handler : cry me a river joe grill..STOP!

19:19:52
matter. :)

From David Fraser : I figure by the time we have Undo we'll be back ftf and it won't

19:19:59

From Don Freeland : You have choice of AVG AVG+ or AVG- for both pairs

19:20:25

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Give us a brek

19:20:30

From Don : Not Allowed

19:20:44
From Libby : Local clubs are necessary for fostering new players. Local clubs need all
their players to support this. Large 99er and large open games happen at the regional level. That is their
place. They should not replace club games in local clubs.
19:21:02
From Cathy Taylor : I would certainly think if you have a large club, you should be able
to offer many different options a smaller club does not. However, if you are taking members from our
clubs….you further hamper us in what we can offer.
19:21:03
From Susan Miguel : I’m one of those NE clubs with that EXACT situation and I don’t
want to be part of mega pool.
19:21:09

From Phil Benamy : Is this meeting zero tolerance?

19:21:10
From Jim & Betty Porter : Looking for hand raise button. In reactions there are 6 icons
only, all emojis, no raised hand. Help?
19:21:22

From doug handler : i generally appreciate everything joe g has to say...but not this...

19:21:22
From Mimi Pustilnik : I f our players are allowed to go elsewhere online, it will
discourage them from coming back to F@F
19:21:33

From Ray Yuenger : Raise hand is below emojis

19:21:41

From Don : Hand Raise is at bottom of reactions, a separate bar

19:21:53

From Mary Katzmann : good for you Greg

19:22:38
From Libby : I haven't seen anyone be disrespectful. Certainly all I don't agree. That
should be respected as well.
19:22:45
From Bud Hinckley : Joe has no fault in this - it's a simple fact that the very large clubs
have some advantages compared to the small to medium size clubs.
19:22:49
From Don : I'm working hard on a program to import online play into ACBLscore; have
2 section games and there we go.
19:23:12
online.

From TJ Singer : Maybe each Unit or a District can run an online game for stragglers

19:23:16

From Susan Miguel : Don that’s AWESOME! We’re ready to try it out.

19:23:17

From Libby : The problem and the responsibility isn't Joe's. It is ACBL's.

19:23:26
From John : Why cant ACBL improve the SYC games to include restricted games. Then
the money will go back to the clubs. That is a simple solution.
19:23:29
From Phil Benamy : I suspect most directors are capable of this level of complexity -telling me it is too complex seems insulting

19:23:38
From Edward Scanlon : Yes thanks Joe and Greg....Online is here to stay bridge have
evolved like shopping and sports and everything else
19:23:53

From Ray Yuenger : Jim Porter is patiently raising hand physically.

19:24:15

From Paul NC Bridge : Let only run SYC games, after F2F opens up!

19:24:22
From Bud Hinckley : Small to medium size clubs have the problem of their BBO games
being near 3 to 4 tables and sometimes being cancelled, something I doubt happens at the huge clubs,
even after they are having face to face games.
19:24:26
From doug handler : PLEASE...onward...and don't diss 3 table games...there is lots to be
said for them...
19:24:28

From Edward Scanlon : small clubs merge together

19:24:29

From Linda MacCleave : I tried to help Jim.

19:24:30
From Tom : Unfortunately, since the beginning when Alliance and BAND started the
smaller clubs were never given a chance.
19:24:38

From Diana-Shelly Studio : I did it so I am kicking some money back to the other clubs

19:24:50

From Edward Scanlon : untrue, we did and we became number 10 online

19:24:52
problem.

From Libby : This isn't a Walmart vs. local general store problem. It is a future of bridge

19:25:45
From Bud Hinckley : I find getting your table count to five tables, so it rarely is only four
tables, ensures it doesn't drop below three tables - and a cancelled game (which if you have a few
cancelled games, turns it into a death spiral).
19:25:58
From Tom : I had to wait a lot longer to get online last year than I wanted. By then
several tables already had moved on to the bigger clubs and forgot about us
19:26:08

From doug handler : agree w/LIBBY!!

19:26:23
From susanbridges : we are in Alabama and we contacted our local congressman who
was an author of the bill that is very similar to the one in Texas. We are also a social club and he
responded that it does not apply to us.
19:26:25
From Cathy Hildebrand : Big pools may not need to get larger. You can expand
regionally or by district first or operate like SYC club.
19:26:34
From Auggie de Weerd : Why are we having online clubs? I understand we have F2F
clubs but why is ACBL not running all online games? Should online revenue not benefit all ACBL
members?

19:26:53
From sam k (houston) : The Fall Nationals are going to be in Austin. They are going to
have to figure this out.
19:27:00

From doug handler : agree w/ bud hinckley!

19:27:40

From Tom : Not going to Austin due to voter oppression and lax gun laws in TX

19:28:06

From Wolfgang : is there a list of vacb sites by size of pools?

19:28:27

From Dennis Harms : They can transfer money to people who are still playing

19:28:31

From Wolfgang : number of pools that is

19:28:31

From Phil Benamy : Going to TX because of lax gun laws

19:28:57

From Arleen Harvey : Can transfer BBO $ to someone else

19:28:58
BBO ID.

From Lynn Chapin : Every player can make a transfer once every six months to another

19:29:14

From Alex T8 : Caution: Greg will pay in Loonies.

19:29:25
From doug handler : can anyone tell me,..is there an extra $3 charge/table on all
upcoming games this thursday through sunday? thanx
19:29:37
From Bud Hinckley : My club and a nearby club both have two pooled clubs each. I'm
making efforts at making all six clubs together a peered group to hopefully prevent cancellation of BBO
club games due to less than 3 tables registering.
19:29:46
From Don Freeland : or if you need to transfer more often than once per 6 months, you
can email accounting@bridgebase.com
19:29:58

From Ray Yuenger : Thanks, Don.

19:30:16

From David Fraser : Doug - no extra charges for club games this week

19:30:52

From Ray Yuenger : "Secret" clubs?

19:31:03

From doug handler : got it...thanx to both lynns an d also david fraser

19:31:44
From Leah Mckechnie : We had someone open weak 2 with a five card suit and 8 high
with points. This bid was happening with certain pairs and not a psy.. I asked them to alert this bid
because it have become a regular bid with wheses pairs
19:31:52

From Ray Yuenger : It's not in ACBL Live?

19:32:07

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : @Leah -- that's legal and no alert is required

19:32:13

From Susan Miguel : I am the Viking Club. Our players feel it is a privacy thing.

19:32:49

From Phil Benamy : @Leah your club MAY require this alert -- not alertable at regionals

19:32:49
new chartt

From Leah Mckechnie : i have felt that a as whole we have not been trained as for the

19:33:30

From Jeff Jacobt7 : VACB TD's can Help

19:33:36

From TJ Singer : If you pay for the airfare, I’ll come and help your directors.

19:33:49

From Ray Parnell : My call to help at ACBLscore on Friday was answered today

19:33:56

From Terry : I have had great help with starting up.

19:34:28
From Bud Hinckley : As someone already mentioned, the appearance in late March
2020 was that medium size clubs were made to wait, and while waiting all the super huge clubs were
pooling clubs from different states - including players near your local small or medium sized club. (I was
trying like crazy to get in on it before April 1, but was not allowed until mid-April 2020.)
19:34:59

From Jerry : Use Chrome Remote Desktop to access the club computer from your home

19:35:02

From Libby : Thanks Bud interesting

19:36:38

From Tom : I thought the ABA merged with the NBA in 1976

19:38:46

From Dennis Harms : What did Sherrie say about credit cards?

19:39:16

From Wil Bedard : there was a mention in our email for this call...

19:39:22

From Phil Benamy : the current uploader doesn't work either

19:39:32

From Sherrie Goodman : New L$C upload takes 3 tries to get it.

19:39:55
From Linda MacCleave : We got on BBO in mid April. Many of our players went to other
clubs when they were allowed to join as many clubs as they wanted to, not as guests. That was stopped
in early May. But by then, our players were aligned with other clubs. They choose to play in those clubs
still because the games are larger and pay better masterpoints. Any club that got on the online bus late,
lost customers.
19:40:29
From sam k (houston) : Aviv had great hint last week for L4C: keep right-clicking and
open in new tab until you get a tab that actually goes to the uploader
19:41:05

From Sherrie Goodman : We are doing concurrent this week.

19:41:09

From sam k (houston) : We do; one director for each game; directors are volunteers

19:41:11
From Paul Davis : To Joe Gill, Distance pooling is a mixed bag even for larger clubs.
While you may be providing a service to some players, others have used distance pooling to compete
with large established clubs, including pools of clubs that operate out of a single facility in a way they

were unable to precovid. The problem was recognized last fall when the new cross district pools were
disallowed but the old arrangements remain, preserving the inequities. Add to that pooling across Units
in densely populate areas and you again have small clubs that were not able to compete as scale
precovid, who are now able to disrupt the local mix by under pricing their games and pooling across
country to achieve scale. In our view, these arangements contravene the intent of pooling which was to
allow small clubs who could not achieve scale to band together to run games. Original guest rules that
discouraged clubs from allowing players who regularly played in other, competing games have gone by
the wayside. So, again, while you may belie
19:41:19
From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : @ Linda - All the “Include” Lists for all the Virtual clubs
were reset shortly after that
19:41:19

From Bob Shuken : I tried the notice about uploading today and it works!

19:41:20

From Wes Powers : We run concurrent. Staggered start times

19:41:32

From Wes Powers : One director can handle both

19:41:44

From RonS : director compensation??? you mean directors get paid???

19:42:07
minutes.

From Sherrie Goodman : ACBL Score is in the refresher course around 1 hour and 35

19:42:14

From Linda MacCleave : Yes, Ron,, directors get paid.

19:42:32

From Susan Miguel : We run concurrent. One director for F2F, one online

19:42:55

From Mimi Pustilnik : good explanation Paul

19:43:04

From suemanning : Pretty sure Ellis directors both concurrently

19:43:10

From Bob Shuken : Our directors get a free play only

19:43:32

From Wendy Egeland : another ACBLscore refresher course would be helpful

19:43:48

From Thomas Hunter : Paul Davis, so correct

19:43:53
From Marie : I have an open game at 12:45 on Monday and a 750 limited game at
12:30. I do them both. Not a problem so far.
19:44:40
From Lynn Chapin : If you have not used your Upgraded Club Championship since you
earned it (F2F), absolutely you may use it. If you are unsure about what you've got, please email
Patty.Taylor@acbl.org
19:44:56

From Marie : Aren’t we all!

19:45:42

From David Dodgson : It took us about 30 min. to upload the game today.

19:46:30

From Rich Carle : The game upload function is very poor!

19:46:37

From sam k (houston) : Takes a good 45 min

19:46:50
From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : If they are listed as a director and can log to their OWN
“My ACBL” account, they should be able to upload results
19:47:10
From Tom : It would be easy to send an email with an attachment and then IT can deal
with the file at that point
19:47:10

From Rosalind Abel : Once you get the page, bookmark it so you can find it next time

19:47:21

From Terry : i upload and it is automatic. less than 2 min. posted on acbl immediately

19:48:27
the files

From Mette Smith : No problem with uploading. I back up to a Flash Drive so I can find

19:48:45

From Rosalind Abel : yes,

19:48:47
From Auggie de Weerd : Why does ACBL not purchase software to replace ACBL score
from another country that does have this all figured out. Seems not a hard thing to do.
19:49:05

From Tom : I lose 11 tables a month to the big clubs

19:49:41

From Don : These issues have NOTHING to do with ACBLscore.

19:49:45

From Linda MacCleave : Our live beginner games are very successful.

19:49:53
ago?

From Tom : Didn't ACBL throw $1 million away to make ACBLScore better several years

19:50:09

From Phil Benamy : It was $1.5 million

19:50:20

From Greg Coles : $2 million Tom

19:50:45

From Linda MacCleave : Why can't we get Bill Gates to do it for nothing?

19:51:17

From Auggie de Weerd : Check the software in the Netherlands. Works great!

19:51:26

From Tom : Or Warren Buffett or Marc Benioff

19:51:27

From Robert Maier : Was it the people or the refreshments from Tim Horton's?

19:51:46

From Tom : A real rich person recently donated millions to the US Chess Federation

19:52:20

From suemanning : That’s funny! I figured the game was disqualified

19:52:22

From Don : Don't we still have a "no robots" check box

19:52:35
beginners.

From Elizabeth : Bravo, Libby! Nicely said, and congratulations on your successes with

19:52:42

From Pat : can a robot pair be used as subs

19:52:58

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : Disqualified for masterpoints?

19:53:02

From suemanning : Yes to robot subs, I asked

19:53:19

From suemanning : I thought the game was disqualified from being a NAP game

19:53:29

From Don : That is not what your instructions said, BIG CHANGE

19:53:33

From suemanning : agree

19:53:34

From David Fraser : metal masks for robots

19:53:36

From Tom : And if the robots can't walk, they can be quite heavy

19:53:37
From Libby : Our players in the online beginner's games are players that we fostered
face to face prepandemic. When others here have mentioned their new players, I have asked how they
contacted them and how they started, the answer has always been some kind of personal contact,
usually pre-pandemic.
19:53:41

From Pat : Thanks Sue . I thought I heard that.

19:53:44

From Ray Yuenger : Robots will need antivirus protection

19:54:01

From jim warren : I can find how to raise my hand to ask a question

19:54:09
From Linda MacCleave : Our players do not play with robots, ever. Robots are used as
half table fill ins or to replace a player temporarily who falls offline.
19:54:25

From suemanning : Some clubs do allow robot partners though

19:54:55

From Linda MacCleave : I see that, but we do not allow that option.

19:55:35

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : We run a unit game on line

19:55:36

From Robert Maier : Can not just open a new club?

19:55:46

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : Greg have him talk to Jim Gerding

19:55:47

From Sherrie Goodman : How about if you run Unit Championships face to face.

19:55:57

From Rich Carle : I ran a Unit game last week

19:56:16
there.

From Wil Bedard : Pittsburgh has had a large unit game... where I learned when I lived

19:56:25

From Dennis Harms : Start a new club.

19:57:28

From Robert Maier : Caller....you're on....Hello

19:57:39

From Robert Maier : turn off your radio and speaker phone

19:58:13

From Robert Maier : That was not in the form of a Haiku

19:58:27
From David M. Aronson : Hi, I heard that you sent out new instructions for f2f games. I
don't see it. Could you send it again.
19:58:43
From Libby : I prefer to play online, but I am finding that we get more players playing
face to face and it looks like it is growing. The face to face players are made up of those who prefer to
play online, those who don't care and the group that never made the adjustment to online play. Surveys
are very misleading. I found the best way was to glue myself to a phone and talk to people.
19:59:54

From Ray Yuenger : All Western 99er NiteClub is going to persist as long as it can.

20:00:33

From Ray Yuenger : D17, D19, D21, D22, D23 working together.

20:00:34

From Sherrie Goodman : My players love the 99 east game

20:00:47
From Kathy Venton : Yes, having Regional 99er Games at night are loved by our new
players in the North Bay
20:00:58

From Diana-Shelly Studio : Those games give back to the clubs & distict

20:01:41
From Kathy Venton : The players enjoy the game and our club benefits from the
participation of our local players
20:02:12

From Edward Scanlon : so you are saying you like the big pools

20:02:33
From David Fraser : pre covid we had a 0-20 game about once every 6 weeks; online
we do it every week; I'm hoping when we go back ftf to get a 0-20 section with one of our open games
every week.
20:02:49
From Libby : Surveys are misleading because although you get an answer to a direct
question, you don't get the emotions or reasoning associated with it. When you discuss the questions
with player, you can get an idea about whether that person will still play even if his preference isn't the
final choice. As a result, I have made some decisions that worked out very well despite what a majority
vote might have indicated.
20:02:54
From Kathy Venton : this pool supports the clubs buy reimbursing a good portion of the
online game fee
20:03:47

From Don : Run a 21 board game

20:04:05

From TJ Singer : ooops

20:04:11
From Libby : Having a pool financially supporting its subordinate clubs is great during
the pandemic when face to face bridge wasn't possible. Now it is more problematic.
20:04:52

From Kathy Pollock : I thought Lynn said before that 18 boards online was good

20:04:58
as well as f2f

From Edward Scanlon : why are we so against the evolving of bridge to include online

20:05:48
From Edward Scanlon : we need to embrace online is here to stay and get VACB games
instead of BBO getting all the revenue
20:06:03
From Alex T8 : If you have a face-to-face 18 bboard game and there is a sitout, a lot of
players will play less than 18 boards.
20:06:15

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : Online game?

20:06:17

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : ?

20:06:25

From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : That’s why we have House players...

20:06:46

From Pat : Lynn would you please repost the conditions of contest for the NAP

20:06:55
From doug handler : edward...i believe that having both makes both smaller and will
eventually lead to worse games and bridge being less viable in toto...
20:06:57
line games !!

From bills : Many clubs cannot afford to have their profit margin siphoned off to on-

20:07:46
addressed?

From Diane Dillman : Has the masterpoint difference between F2F and online been

20:07:52
From Edward Scanlon : Bridge has been dying, 60 and under like computers and having
2 1.4 hours games vs 4 hours
20:07:58
From Libby : We are the same as Grant describes. We had to buy out local club in order
to have online games. I was told repeatedly no unit games
20:07:58

From Ray Yuenger : Yes, it has.

20:08:20

From Diane Dillman : what is the outcome of point issue?

20:08:23

From Pamela Gorbics : Where do we get the link to the recorded session?

20:09:02

From Linda Green : Do we need both computers for chrome remote desk top to work?

20:09:03

From David Fraser : Diane, online bonus will reduce to 25% on July 1

20:09:07

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : You can run a homestyle pairs with 2 tables

20:09:20

From Jeff Jacobt7 : or individual 22 tables

20:09:23

From Diane Dillman : thank you David

20:09:28

From Jeff Jacobt7 : 2 tables

20:09:29

From Don : 2 table homestyle is a great game

20:09:30

From Mary Katzmann : ido 2 table home style when necessary

20:09:37
process :-)

From Lynn Chapin : @Diane, July 1st the virtual clubs will go from 150% to 125%... it's a

20:09:38
From Tom : A two-table home style game is definitely possible. Did this on Tuesdays
before pandemic
20:10:34
From Aviv (Bridge and Games) : For Home Style pairs - try scoring as IMPs + Bam…
makes it fairer
20:10:52
From Libby : My kids love games and have been using computers their whole lives.
What they really like is gathering with all their friends, playing a game in person. Usually they all bring
computers with them for various reasons.
20:11:32

From Lynn Goldblatt : is the club championship info summarized somewhere?

20:11:46

From Terry : will you send out an email with the info on the extra club champ games

20:11:58

From Terry : never got any info

20:12:10

From John : Is there info on restrictions for online games of less than 5 tables?

20:12:13
From Libby : It isn't computers that are the problem. It may be the number of game
choices or the learning curve. In many ways the games they play are less overtly competitive.
20:12:28

From TJ Singer : her.name@acbl.org?

20:12:31

From Lynn Chapin : VACB@acbl.org

20:12:31

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : Are we going to be sent the recording?

20:12:38

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : that greg made?

20:13:03
From Tom : I'm teaching a group once a week. and they don't study so each week is the
same to me and different to them (LOL)
20:13:08
From John Gripman : Last meeting you said there would be more info coming out on
the new additional master points and other inducements to play F2F . Is that still coming?
20:13:35

From Libby : I strongly encourage students to play online between weekly lessons

20:13:49

From Diana-Shelly Studio : When are you going to once a month

20:14:29

From Greg Coles : We will go to once per month in August.

20:14:45
attend?

From Gail geb888@yahoo.com : Do you get the email with the link, even if not able to

20:14:47

From Debra Freisleben : Jan ACBL Magazine

20:14:54

From Sharon : yes recorded

20:14:55

From TJ Singer : yes, they were recorded

20:14:56
From Tom : I've encouraged them to do lots of things to get better, but the guy just
keeps swearing when he makes a mistake (LOL)
20:15:04
recording

From Lynn Yokel TD10 : send me an email at lynn.yokel@acbl.org and I'll send you

20:15:09

From Diana-Shelly Studio : 1st Monday of each months starting in Aug

20:15:23
From Tony Schlegel : Can we please use less jargon? I've heard "Q" several times. I'm
not sure I know what Q stands for...I assume qualified.
20:15:37

From Phil Benamy : https://bridgefeed.acbl.org/red-alert/

20:15:38

From TJ Singer : yes, qualified to next level in NAP

20:16:03
From Libby : Maybe Melody can do another session. It is better live because a lot
questions were answered in chat by Lynn Yokel and another director.
20:16:30

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : YEAH!!!

20:16:33

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : GREG!!!

20:16:35

From Diana-Shelly Studio : brovo

20:16:36

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : MEE too!

20:16:36

From Wil Bedard : Nice!!!

20:16:37

From Terry : yeah!!!

20:16:41

From Kathy Pollock : clapclapclap

20:16:42

From Wendy Egeland : Congratulations

20:16:42

From Terry : congrats!!

20:16:42

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : Nice Job!

20:16:44

From Rosalind Abel : Good night all

20:16:47

From Staci : Congratulations!

20:16:50

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : I know you smell better ;-)

20:16:54

From Judy Knox : Wonderful!

20:17:01
From Lynn Chapin : TONY... "Q" means you earned a qualification to go on to the next
stage of qualifications for the NAP finals at the NABC. :)
20:17:47

From Terry : this doesn't start till 7/1 correct?

20:18:01

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : you can save the chat yourself

20:18:15

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : Thanks Greg!

20:18:22

From Steve & Mary Beth Cordray : Thanks Greg

20:18:23

From Hump Dawg Millionaire : Well Done Greg!

20:18:31

From Denise Donovan : Thanks Greg, Lynn & Don for all you do!

20:18:50

From Marty Bley AKA Oma : Thanks ALL

20:18:54

From Lynn Chapin : GO GET EM EVERY ONE!

20:20:02

From Lynn Chapin : VACB@acbl.org

